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Aspects of Learning Key Expected Learning Outcomes  Homework Framed work 

1)  Introduction to History Define History as a subject and discipline 
Explain why history may be useful to us today 
Evaluate how history may have helped to shape our attitudes today* 
 
 
 

Research a historical figure 
and event and how their/it 
has helped to impact the 
word today 
e.g. Adolf Hitler 
         The Civil Rights 
Movement 

 

2) Time and dates Defining the key terms used to describe time 
Recognise the difference between BC and AD 
Be able to give names to centuries, both AD and BC, accurately* 
 
 
 

Create a timeline from 500BC 
to the present day with ten 
historical events of your own 
research and a brief 
description of each 

Key term test 

3) Chronology Be able to position events into chronological order 
Explain how to use full sentences to answer questions 
Know how to apply knowledge of time and dates to a timeline* 
 
 
 

Chronology and dates test on 
SMH 

 

4) Types of evidence Be able to identify key terms for evidence 
Recognise different types of evidence 
Classify and evaluate sources as primary or secondary evidence* 
 
 
 

Find a primary source on 
World War One and answer 
the following questions: 

• Who wrote the 
source 

• Where did you find 
it? 

• Is it a primary or a 
secondary source 

• Do you think the 
source is reliable? 
Why/why not? 

How reliable is this source for 
examining the success of the 
British Army at the Battle of 
the Somme? 

5) How to answer questions in History  Describe the what names, dates and key terms are  
Write an answer to historical questions using key names, dates and key terms 
Be able to answer a sample question, identifying the key techniques used* 
 
 
 
 

Complete a practise question 
using the technique from 
lesson based on a choice of 
questions from SMH 

 



6) Analysing sources Describe the difference between a primary and a secondary source 
Explain the bias that can exist within sources 
Be able to evaluate sources in order to reach a conclusion on reliability and usefulness* 
 
 
 

Answer the source question 
from the lesson PowerPoint 
on SMH, as prepared in 
lessons 

Post Test 

 

Development of literacy including key vocabulary Development (where appropriate) of numeracy 

• Understanding and using key terminology relating to time and sources. 

• Using description to understand an array of perspectives throughout time.   

• Expanding student vocabulary through reading and comprehension practices.  

• Understanding capitalisation for proper nouns and explaining using full sentences and 
connectives. 

 

• Interpreting information from a range of sources 

• Understand chronology of numbers when looking at dates 

• Using knowledge of time and numbers to work out centuries 

• Using percentages and statistics to understand history. 

Development of the nine habits 

Patience – showing patience and resilience in mastering key historical concepts 
 

 

Resources to support teaching and learning 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/zvvycdm/resources/1, http://www.historyskills.com/, http://www.ultimatetitanic.com/the-inquiry/  
 
Lesson PowerPoints 
 

 


